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Hedge Trimmers
Gears Designed For 20% More Cutting Speed
Case hardened steel gears for durability
and longer life. Angled gear teeth transmit
greater torque for more power from the
motor to the blades.

Little Wonder started designing and building commercial grade hedge clippers in the 1920s with hand crank
models, and was the first to add electric power in the
1940s. Today’s electric hedge trimmers have the power
and dual reciprocating cutting action to cut through
½ inch branches quickly and cleanly and feature well
balanced, ergonomic handles for all day use, with no
emissions to inhale while trimming. Little Wonder gas
hedge ttrimmers feature wider blade spacing and cut up
to 1 inch branches. Stamped, hardened steel blades are
durable, lightweight and stay
st sha
sharp longer.

Superior Blade Design
Stamped, thru-hardened high carbon tool
steel blades maintain a sharp edge for longer
periods of time. This means less downtime
for maintenance. Little Wonder blades last
6 to 10 times longer than other blades.

Electric Hedge Trimmer

Gas Hedge Trimmer

Electric Hedge Trimmers
Models

Single Edge

Product No.

1910

2410

3010

1920

2420

3020

Product No.

Volts

110

110

110

110

110

110

Engine

Amps

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Watts

462

462

462

462

462

462

Fuel Capacity

Blade Length (inches)

19

24

30

19

24

30

Blade Length (inches)

Blade Speed
Weight (pounds)
Warranty

Blade Speed

2700 Cuts Per Minute

Cutting Capacity

2

Double Edge

Gas Hedge Trimmer
mmer
Model

Cutting Capacity

Up to 1/2” Thick
7.6

7.9

8.4

8.5

8.8

2 Year / 1 Year Commercial

10.1

Weight (pounds)
Warranty

Single Edge
2230S

21.2cc, 2 Cycle Commercial
Grade Engine
13.57 oz.
30
3500 Cuts Per Minute
Up to 1” thick
12.25
5 Year Commercial

Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.

Commercial Power for Durability
and Easy Maintenance
Gas models feature a commercial grade 21cc displacement 2 cycle engine with
case-hardened gears. A built-in clutch protects the drivetrain from overload
damage if the cutter bar jams. Starts easy with electronic ignition.
On electric models, a double insulated motor eliminates the need for a threeprong plug. Our cord management system relieves strain on extension cord
and keeps it out of your way while trimming. The removable maintenance cover
makes it easy to replace motor brushes.

Scissor-like cuts with double-reciprocating blade.

Landscapers prefer Little Wonder electric models for their lighter weight and
there are no fumes to breathe or soak into your clothes. They also run quieter
which is great for working near customers’ homes, and are always easy to start,
requiring no fuel or 2-cycle oil.

High Performance Cutting Action
The 4.5 amp electric motor provides high-speed cutting action of 2700 cuts per
minute. Gas models make 3500 cuts per minute. Dual reciprocating blades provide a scissor-like cutting action for faster and cleaner cuts – protecting plants
from damage.

Ergonomic handles & balanced for reduced vibration.

Safety
Integrated double activated switches require the operator to keep both hands
away from the blade while operating. Blade cutting action stops within a ½
second when released.

Features
X

X

Gas –
3,500 cuts per minute /
up to 1 inch cut
Electric –
2,700 cuts per minute /
up to ½ inch cut

Easily rotated with uninterrupted power.

Hedge Trimmers
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Sharp Edges

Edgers

Little Wonder has been building edgers for 5 decade
decades,
and knows the features that matter.
Our commercial quality edgers allow you to provide th
the
best-looking results—establishes crisp, distinct edge
edges
up to 3 inches deep, even for the first cut of the seaso
season.
The cast-iron cutting head and stamped steel engin
engine
deck provide years of durability.

Models
Product No.

Pro

Pro

6032

6033

Engine
Displacement

Honda GX120
118 cc

Briggs Series 550
127 cc

Fuel Capacity

3 Quarts

2 Quarts

Cast Iron Cutting Head

Fixed

Fixed

Drive Belt

Dual Belts

Dual Belts

8” Steel Wheels

4

4

Weight (pounds)

69

65

Edging Depth
Warranty
Edger Accessory

Up to 3 inches
1 Year Commercial
6020-00-01 Crack Cleaner Attachment

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
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Independent Controls
Our independent belt engagement allows the operator to set the cutting depth
prior to engaging the blade, giving you better control over the results especially
at start up.

Power to the Ground
Little Wonder’s Pro model edgers maintain their edging performance even in
the toughest conditions. We use dual drive belts to give you more belt grip and
constant power to the cast iron cutting head.

Stable dual front wheels.

A Positive Platform
Our stamped steel deck runs the full length of the machine, plus we use a full
width solid axle, ball bearings and steel rims on our wheels, all to provide a solid
stable platform that stands up to years of daily use and commercial transport.
Cutting head.

Optional crack cleaner.

Features
Cast iron cutting head
Dual drive belts
Solid axle and stamped
steel deck
Steel wheels with ball
bearings

Edgers
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Move Forward

BedShaper®

Designed to operate while you walk forward, th
the BedShaper’s hydrostatic self-propelled system can re-define a bed as fast as you can walk. There’s less strain
on you and it is faster than a crew of 6 men wit
with shovels. Other redefiners require pulling the machin
machine backwards, while wearing out an expensive carbon wheel.
The BedShaper® slices through the turf cleanly w
with its
dish-shaped blade—there’s less wear and it le
leaves a
clean strip of cut turf that you take away.

Product No.

904

Engine

Honda GXV390

Displacement

389 cc

Fuel Capacity

2.2 Quarts

Drive system

Hydrostatic, infinite speed control F & R

Cutting Blade

16 1/4” notched spring steel

Cutting Depth

.5” - 4.5” (1.3 cm - 11.4 cm)

Depth Adjustment

7 position pin

Tire Size

145 / 70 - 6

Dimensions

43” (109.2 cm) W x 51” (129.5 cm) L x 43” (109.2 cm) H

Weight (pounds)

330

Warranty

2 Year Commercial

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
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Performance & Productivity
There’s excellent visibility to the cutting edge and infinite speed control up to
4 miles an hour. The precise controls and high-speed blade make quick work of
putting that sharp edge on your beds and tree rings. There’s no strain on you—
it cuts up to 4.5” deep as you guide the machine.

Shredder kit in action.

Clean crisp cuts

With a reverse position for backing up and a tow position that bypasses the
hydraulics moving the BedShaper® is easy.
Oﬀset blade cuts tight radius.

Edge while walking forward

This is a machine that you want to experience—it’s made for large-scale commercial work and is highly productive, increasing profits for both maintenance
and installation landscaping work.

Cuts a clean sharp edge.

Features
X

X

Spring steel cutting blade.

Optional Weight Kit – number 80002.

Optional Shredder Kit (installed) –
number 80001.
X

Clean, sharp edges,
even “S” curves, at
up to 100’ per minute
Diﬀerential final
drive makes it easy
to cut an extremely
tight radius
Cutting depths from
.5” to 4.5” controlled
by a seven position,
easily changeable
gauge wheel
BedShaper
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The New, Stronger

OPTIMAX BLOWERS

You should have a blower this powerful and easy to use.
The Optimax Concept
• Optimum performance / Maximum output
from our aerodynamic fan and housing
• Controllable airflow from our split stream
deflector makes you more productive
• Solid construction stands up to your
everyday work conditions

Redesigned From The Base Up
We started with a simple objective: improve the world’s most productive wheeled blower
by making it easier to use and more durable than ever. The result is that the new Optimax
blowers set a new standard in performance and ease of use.

Steel scrolled housing.

Fans
Reverse angle steel fans provide power. These fans are
stronger than ever, built with the advanced welding
technology. The blades are stamped from a single piece
of 10 gauge steel and then welded to the hub with a
precision robot to create a solid connection. The 270cc
and larger fans are dual plane balanced to tighter tolerance—to reduce stress and vibration.

Optimal Control
Shaping the inlet air allows us to deliver a smoother less
turbulent output. Splitting the output air into 2 streams
keeps debris under control. Adjust the chute for the
conditions and job at hand quickly and easily, then let
the blower do the work. Even our discharge chute is low
and wide—to provide a more eﬀective air pattern.

Solid Connections, Rugged Design
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Housing weld.

Continuously welded housing, a 1 piece lower deck, single
tubular lower frame, 2 bolts for the upper handle connection
all show the importance we placed on a machine that lasts.

Maximize Performance for Your Job
Each job is diﬀerent and the conditions change with the weather. There are days when you need to
peel wet leaves oﬀ the ground, and other times when you want to keep leaves low so the wind doesn’t
take them away. Set the exclusive Little Wonder split stream deflector for your job, and gain control.

Remote Control Deflector

• Put the powerful airflow to work.

• Locking knob and chain drive that
reduces stress on the cable.

Chain drive deflector
Built in front discharge.

Little Wonder’s Larger & Lower Chute Gives You Better Blowing Power
The Little Wonder discharge chute on our LB270 Subaru model is nearly twice as large at 25 square
inches as some competitive models of the same horsepower, plus the bottom of the air steam is
located just two inches oﬀ the ground so there is no need to constantly adjust or redirect the air stream.

LITTLE WONDER
25 sq. inch square chute | 2” oﬀ the ground

COMPETITOR
13 sq. inch round chute | 5” oﬀ the ground

Go to LittleWonder.com for more information.
Blowers
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Powerful Airflow

Optimax Blower (Full-Featured Push)

Known for their performance, Little Wonder blowers
lead the industry in productivity. With 25 square inches
of air discharge, 7-blade reverse angled fans and unique
split-stream airflow, Little Wonder produces the airflow
you need to get the job done faster in all of the
conditions you encounter.

Comfortable to Use
Balanced weight, height adjustable handles,
anti-vibration grips, and a remote throttle
control make the Little Wonder comfortable to use all day.
Patented set-and-forget air deflector,
moves debris piles quickly and eﬃciently.
Ergonomic handles are height adjustable
and designed with
anti-vibration grips.

Accessory:

Swivel Wheel Kit – 9050-00-01
Product No.

LB270H

LB270S

LB390H

LB400S

LB570V

Engine

Honda GX270

Subaru EX27

Honda GX390

Subaru EX40

Vanguard

Displacement

270cc

265cc

389cc

404cc

570cc

Fuel Capacity

1.59 gal.

1.6 gal.

1.72 gal.

1.85 gal.

1.75 gal.

CFM / Velocity

2260 cfm / 143 mph

2530 cfm / 160 mph

2850 cfm / 179mph

Impeller Depth

2.75” depth

3.25” depth

3.50” depth

Impeller (diameter, type)

17”, 7 blade – steel

Discharge Chute area

25 sq”

Features

Weight (pounds)

Remote Split-stream deflector
Integrated front discharge
12” pneumatic rear tire with tubes; 10” pneumatic front tire with tube
Transport Bracket
Lift handle
149

Warranty
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17”, 9 blade – steel

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.

150

175

180

5 Year Commercial

188

Optimax Blower (Self Propelled)

Self Propelled Built
for the Way You Work

WOW! With Forward,
Forwar
Reverse and infinitely adjustable
speeds in between, the new self propelled blowers from
Little Wonder will do everything but carry the operator. It
can creep along for bl
blowing the heavy piles, or get up and go
at 4.1 mph to get you quickly oﬀ the job. This self propelled
system will level the
th hills and make your crew more
eﬃcient all day long.

Drive System
The enclosed drive train uses a tried and
proven belt driven friction disk system that
powers two drive chains to keep this machine
moving. With an open center diﬀerential, it
is very easy to turn.
These units ride on 13” x 6” turf tread tires
for additional traction.

Easy to Use
The heavy duty control level lets you select
the direction and speed. Set the speed
from 0 to 4.1 mph forward. In Reverse
work between 0 & 2.5 mph.

Accessory:
Acc

Swivel Wheel Kit – 9050-00-01
Swive
Product No.

LB270H SP

LB270S SP

LB390H SP

LB400S SP

LB570V SP

Engine

Honda GX270

Subaru EX27

Honda GX390

Subaru EX40

Vanguard

Displacement

270cc

265cc

389cc

404cc

570cc

Fuel Capacity

1.59 gal.

1.6 gal.

1.72 gal.

1.85 gal.

1.75 gal.

CFM Velocity

2260 cfm / 153 mph

Impeller Depth

2530 cfm / 153 mph

2.75” depth

Impeller (diameter, type)

3.25” depth
17”, 7 blade steel

Discharge Chute area

3.50” depth
17”, 9 blade steel

25 sq”

Features

Remote Split-stream deflector
Integrated front discharge
13” pneumatic rear tire; 10” pneumatic front tire with tube
Transport Bracket
Lift handle

Travel Speed
Weight (pounds)

2850 cfm / 179mph

0 – 4.1 Forward / 0 – 2.5 Reverse
209

Warranty
*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.

210

235

240

248

5 Year Commercial

Blower
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Optimax Blower

(160 & 170 cc’s
& Classic)

Commercial
Performance & Durability
The entry level 160 and 170cc models are built to be eﬃcient and
comfortable to use while last
lasting and providing performance in
a lighter weight no frills pack
package. We use the same platform
and philosophy as the more ppowerful models. Tubed pneumatic
tires, the integrated front ddischarge, transportation bracket,
slotted rear brace, stronger ddeck and larger handle are all built
for long-term performance.
The biggest change ffor these models is the new
steel fan, we hhave updated it to provide
improved performance
perfor
and durability. It uses
7 reverse curve blades in a closed face design
that is matche
matched to engine output for eﬃcient
and powerful airflow. It’s available with your
choice of Honda or Subaru engines.

Accessory:
Acc

LB 160H

Swivel Wheel Kit – 9050-00-01

Product No.

LB170S

LB160H

LB270SC**

Engine

Subaru SP170

Honda GC160

Subaru EX27

Displacement

169cc

163cc

265cc

Fuel Capacity

.95 gal.

.83 gal.

1.6 gal.

CFM / Velocity

1397 cfm / 153 mph

Impeller – 17” 7 blade – steel
Discharge chute area

Split-stream deflector
Integrated front discharge
10” pneumatic rear tires with tubes; 10” pneumatic front tire with tube
Transport Bracket
Lift handle
118

Warranty
*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
** No throttle cable.
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2.75” depth
14.9 sq”

Features

Weight (pounds)

2260 cfm / 143 mph

1.50” depth

110

138
5 Year Commercial

Full Line OPTIMAX
Diﬀerent Platforms But Common Features.
We recognize diﬀerent uses and diﬀerent sizedd jobs, but
didn’t sacrifice quality when we made our smallest
llest models

160 & 170cc Push Models
Are Optimax In Smaller Size
• Smaller package, powerful performancee
• Rugged design
• Improved balance on the 160/170cc models
dels
with 10” tires

LB 160H

Full Featured Push Models – 270-570cc
• Larger models deliver more productivity
• Deeper fans & larger housings
• Remote control airflow
• Larger fan depth allows 2 plane balancing

LB 270H

Self Propelled Models – 270-570cc
• Adapts to conditions like you do

LB 270H SP

• Quick to get to work and then
match speed to conditions
• Larger 13” turf tires
• Forward up to 4.1 mph;
Reverse up to 2.5 mph
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Hydro Brush Cutter

With You Through
Thick and Even Thicker
The New Little Wonder Hydro Brush Cutter navigates through weeds,
heavy brush and overgrown vegetation with ease. Our welded steel
frame design and engine positioning provide excellent balance regardless of the terrain. And unlike the competition, our hydrostatic
transmission oﬀers infinitely-variable, clutch-less speed selection—
up to 4.2 mph forward and 1.7 mph reverse. So you can cut your own
path at your own pace.

Product No.

BRC-24 Hydro

Engine

Honda GXV390

Displacement

390 cc

Fuel Capacity

2.2 U.S. quarts (2.1 liters)

Transmission

Hydrogear T2 Transaxle

Transmission Type

Integrated Hydrostatic Pump/Motor

Ground Speed

Forward: Infinitely-variable, 0-4.2 mph
Reverse: Infinitely-variable, 1.7 mph

Tires

16 x 4.8-8 Bar tread, Foam filled standard

Cut height

3.25” – 4.75”

Weight (pounds)

365

Warranty

2 Year Commercial

®

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
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Hydrostatic Drive
Concentrate on the job instead of the machine, the Hydro-Gear® transmission
makes moving the Little Wonder brush cutter easy. The hydrostatic drive is
simple to control and completely adjustable to the site conditions. You can set it
to creep or move ahead at up to 4.2 mph in forward, then switch to reverse with
a press of your thumb. The open center diﬀerential allows low eﬀort turning.
The Hydro-Gear T2® transmission is self contained, and maintenance free.
Transmission

Spindle & Hub
For this rough work it takes a heavy duty assembly to support the blade. Our
1” spindle is enclosed inside a larger machined hub with a flanged support that
spreads the stresses and bolts right to the deck. The spindle is supported by top
and bottom sealed ball bearings inside the grease filled cavity.

Solid Linkage

Bottom plate of spindle.

Operating controls for travel, the blade and the parking brake are connected to
the machine with solid rods. The throttle cable is positioned up and behind the
engine so it is out of the way.

Foam Filled Tires
We foam fill every tire to add ballast to the unit and eliminate the possibility of
a flat tire. The foam is mixed to replicate 30psi of air pressure and bonds solidly
to the wheel hub so there is no slipping or loss of traction. Foam fill is the best
solution to tire problems in rough country.

Solid rods

Cutting Blade
The 24” heat treated, spring steel cutting blade is reversible for longer life.

Wrap around hand guard

16-inch bar tread tires are foam filled.

This full length guard helps to protect your hands and allows a variety of grip
positions. We recommend wearing full safety gear including leather gloves.

10 guage deck with 24” blade.
Hydrostatic drive system with
bypass valve and separated top
speed setting forward.

Hydro Brush Cutter
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High Performance Vac

Nothing Left Behind
The Little Wonder vacuum has superior
p
suction and airflow due to its 16.75”, 5-blade reverse angled impeller
and unique scrolled housing design. This vacuum picks
up most anything found on pavement or turf including
leaves, litter, and even sand and gravel. Fills more fully
and cleanly for the operator because it loads the bag
from the top. Great for residential cleanup, industrial
applications, commercial sites, and parking lots.

Better By Design
X

Outstanding suction

X

Great compaction

X

Easy to empty

X

Product No.
Engine
Displacement
Fuel Capacity
Nozzle Width
Housing Liner
Bag Capacity
Wheels

5612
Briggs & Stratton Vanguard
205cc
3.4 Quarts
29”
440 Belting
8 Bushels (90 pounds)
10” Pneumatic front with tubes
12” Pneumatic rear with tubes

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
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Picks up leaves,
sand, gravel

Unit Size
Weight (pounds)
Warranty

62” long x 29” wide x 40” high
184
2 Year Commercial

Accessories

Intake hose kit – 600020
Nozzle side guard kit – 600035
Felt bag liner kit – 600050
Swivel Wheel Kit – 600040

Work Cleaner
The operator stays cleaner because our design funnels airflow and material
down into the bag. Air escapes the bag below the exterior vinyl bag skirt, directing dirt and dust away from the air you breathe and the clothes you wear. Loading material from the top also compacts it better so there’s more debris in the
bag, making you more productive.

Advanced Materials & Construction
A

NEW Briggs & Stratton Vanguard 6.5 HP engine.

Conveyor belts in mines and quarries use the same material as our interior fan
housing liner—a highly abrasion resistant rubber belting to absorb wear and
impact from the material being vacuumed through the fan and into the collection
bag. The liner protects our housing from premature wear and reduces noise.

Heavy Duty for Industrial Use
H
This vacuum features 12 gauge steel construction, a durable powder coat finish, pneumatic tires, and has a 1-¼” tubular handle with an anti-vibration wrap
grip. The 29” pickup nozzle floats over obstructions and the polymer material
is lightweight and durable. Intake height is easily adjusted without tools with a
threaded screw knob adjustment.

Automatically adjusting nozzel.

The Rest of the Story
T
Picking up the material is only half the battle—the wide opening 8 bushel nylon
bag has an easy-to-use lever-actuated, band clamp that attaches securely and
lets you empty easily without clogging. In addition, the bag reattaches quickly.

Wide opening bag, easy to unload with
optional felt liner.

Accessories
Ac
X

In
Intake
Hose Kit,
7 in. diameter x 12 ft.

X

Nozzle Side Guard Kit
N

X

Swivel Wheel Kit
S

X

FFelt Liner Kit

High Performance Vac
H
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Make a tough
job easier

14HP TruckLoader

This new Little Wonder TruckLoader puts a 14hp helper
at the back of your truck. With an 8” intake this unit will
pick up leaves and debris and load them all day long,
especially in tough conditions. We put all of the features you want into a smaller easy to use unit. Built for
commercial use, this model has high airflow for performance, a tough impeller, an easy to use intake, plus we
made it serviceable so it will last.

Mounting Options:
720062 – Swing-Away Mount
720060 – Receiver Hitch Mount
720061 – Tailgate Mount

Accessories:
720027 – 6’ Discharge Chute Extension Hose
720070 – Discharge Chute Deflector
720025 – 18” Housing Extension Kit
720225 – 5” x 5” Steel Discharge Chute

Product No.
Engine
Displacement
Horsepower
Fuel Capacity
Starting System
Direct Drive
Housing
Talon Ring
Impeller

8141
Subaru EX 40
404CC
14HP*
1.85 gallon
recoil
Yes
Scrolled, 12 gauge steel
440 Belting Liner
Yes
5 blade, 14” diameter, 1/4” steel,
S curve radial tip, welded,
balanced

Intake Hose

8” diameter x 10’ length
Clear polyurethane

Handle
Boom arm
Discharge Chute

1 piece tubular steel
2 piece removable
7” diameter HDPE with
1/4” SBR liner
Available: Steel Chute - 720225

Weight (pounds)
Warranty
Mounting options

225
2 Year Commercial
Swing-Away, Hitch, Tailgate, Skid
Class III Hitch required for
optional swing-away mount

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
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The power ratings are provided by the engine manufacturer. Actual power output is dependent on many factors including engine rpm, air density
and engine condition. For further information on horse power, please contact Customer Service at 877.596.6337.

Have It Your Way – 4 Mounting Choices
With a small loader there are a variety of methods to attach to your truck and
we have made the base unit compact and flexible so that it can be mounted
where it is convenient for you. Four options include the new swing-away mount
so you can unload with 1 man, a simple receiver hitch, a tailgate mount that
clamps outside the box, and of course the frame can be attached to your choice
of bases.

Lightweight Tough Materials

Comfortable easy to use handle.

We’ve used durable composite materials where lightweight durability is important. The clear intake hose is a flexible urethane that is abrasion resistant, tear
resistant and smooth on the inside for best material flow. The discharge chute
is a polyethylene that is 50% lighter than steel and has its own bolt in liner made
from a special rubber compound. The 12 gauge housing is protected by a bolt-in
liner that’s used for conveyor belts in quarries and mines because of its ability to
absorb both impact and noise.
Tailgate mount.

Abrasion resistant liners protect the housing and discharge chute.

Powerful Suction and Discharge
Our unique scrolled housing and S shaped impeller provide superior airflow that
makes the unit work more eﬃciently with better performance. We have our proven and patented Talon ™ Shredder Ring to reduce material as it enters the housing.

Easy intake hose connection.

Features
X
X

X

Patented Talon™ Shredder Ring to reduce material as it enters blower
housing. Hinged housing cover for easy access.

Talon™ Shredding Ring
Replaceable
housing liner
Replaceable
chute liner

X

4 Mounting choices

X

Easy to service

Easy to Work On
The hinged housing cover swings open a full 180 degrees and provides easy access to the impeller and liner. There’s also a standard oil drain valve, dual stage
air cleaner, low oil alert, bolt in housing and discharge chute liners, and built in
pull ring on the fan so this unit is easy to take care of.

14 HP TruckLoader
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16HP-18HP TruckLoaders

The Professional’s
Popular Choice
Little Wonder has earned its reputation with durable and
innovatively designed truck loaders for profe
professional landscapers. A 10-inch diameter intake hose, 5-b
5-blade reverse
angle impeller, 25 square inch discharge ch
chute balances
air volume and air velocity to maximize prod
productivity.

Accessories:
8010-00-01 – Heavy-Duty Swing-Away Mount
720055 – Stake Body Swing-Away Mount
720030 – 6’ Discharge Chute Extension Hose
720025 – 18” Housing Extension Kit
720020 – Replacement Housing Liner Kit

Product No.
Engine
Displacement
Horsepower
Fuel Capacity
Starting System
Direct Drive
Talon Ring
Weight (pounds)
Housing
Impeller
Intake Hose
Handle
Boom arm
Discharge Chute
Warranty
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8160

8180

Briggs Vanguard 16HP
Briggs Vanguard 18HP
479CC
570CC
16HP*
18HP*
1.75 gallon
1.75 gallon
recoil
12V Key start w/battery
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
375
385
Scrolled, 12 gauge steel; 2 piece 10 gauge steel liner
5 blade, 17 1/2” diameter, 3/8” steel, reverse angle, welded, balanced
10” diameter x 10’ length; Clear polyurethane
Dual loop
2 piece removable
5” x 5”; 12 gauge Steel
2 Year Commercial

Options
• Housing extension 18”
• Discharge chute
extension

Mounting Options

• Swing-Away, Stake
Body, Skid, Trailer

Class III Hitch required for
optional swing-away mount

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.
The power ratings are provided by the engine manufacturer. Actual power output is dependent on many factors including engine rpm, air density and engine condition. For further information on horse power, please contact Customer Service at 877.596.6337.

18HP – More Power
An 18 horsepower Vanguard commercial engine provides additional horsepower
from its 570cc displacement. The larger displacement will deliver that extra
power for toughest conditions with wet or frozen leaves. A 1-1/18” forged steel
engine crankshaft drives the fan.

18HP – Key Start
We’ve made the machine easier to power up by making key start and battery
standard with the 18hp model. That will be handy on those cold mornings and
at the end of the day when turning over a cold engine is diﬃcult.

Vanguard power.

Innovative Design Maximizes Performance
Little Wonder’s scrolled housing, and 5 bladed reverse angle impeller are the key
to better airflow, making Little Wonder a better choice in truck loaders.
The patented Talon™ Shredding Ring in the intake area provides extra shredding
power and helps to reduce leaves as they pass through the housing. You will
have less clogging during pickup, and more compaction in your box, saving you
time and trips to unload.

Scrolled housing, impeller deliver more airflow.

Comfortable to Operate
Our angled nozzle puts less strain on the hose and dual loop handles allow the
operator to change grip positions through the day.

Flexible Mounting
We have heavy-duty mounts for these larger machines that attach directly to
your truck to make it easier to maneuver. Our swing-away mount has multiple
mounting positions to match it to your truck. It attaches to the receiver and allows easy one-man operation for unloading. The stake body mount attaches to
the side frame of your truck, keeping the receiver open. In addition, the frame
can be skid mounted to your trailer or platform.

Serviceability

Angled nozzle gets right to the ground.

Features
X

The spin-on oil filter and dual element air cleaner make it easy to maintain your
engine. Little Wonder uses a 2-piece replaceable steel housing liner to ensure
that your new TruckLoader lasts longer than your expectations.

X

X

Swing away mount, unload with one man.

Easy hose connection.

Rugged Construction–
heavy gauge, all-steel
construction
Exclusive shredding
Talon™ ring and
advanced impeller design
Multiple Mounting
Options, standard
skid mount and
optional swing-away
hitch mount kits available

16HP-18HP TruckLoaders
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22HP–27HP TruckLoaders

For the High-Volume
Professional
Little Wonder’s 22hp & 27hp TruckLoaders are built for
high-volume professionals, and municipal leaf removal.
They move massive amounts of leaves and debris and
make short work of taking the pile from the ground to
your truck. The 22hp (674cc) engine is matched to a 12”
diameter intake and the 27hp (725cc) engine increases
to a 14” diameter intake hose.

Accessories:
720026 – 6’ Discharge Chute Extension Hose
720040 – Housing Liner Kit
720050 – Trailer

Shown with optional trailer.

Product No.
Engine
Displacement
Horsepower
Fuel Capacity
Starting System
Direct Drive
Talon Ring
Handle
Boom arm
Intake Hose
Weight (pounds)
Housing
Impeller
Discharge Chute
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Warranty

8221

8271

Kohler Command Pro
Kohler Command Pro
674cc
725cc
22HP*
27HP*
7.5 gallon
7.5 gallon
12V Key start with battery
12V Key start with battery
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Dual loop
Dual loop
1 piece removable
1 piece removable
12” diameter x 10’ length
14” diameter x 10’ length
Black polyurethane
Black polyurethane
500
525
Scrolled, 12 gauge steel 440 Belting liner
5 blade, 19” diameter, 3/8” steel, reverse angle, welded, balanced
12” diameter Polyethylene with 1/4” steel liner
12” x 6’ discharge chute extension
2 Year Commercial

*Engines warranted separately by engine manufacturer.

Mounting Options

• Skid, Trailer

2-5/16” Ball Hitch required for
optional trailer mount

The power ratings are provided by the engine manufacturer. Actual power output is
dependent on many factors
including engine rpm, air density and engine condition. For
further information on horse
power, please contact Customer Service at 877.596.6337.

Kohler® Engines
Kohler engines are proven performers in the truck loader environment. Both
models are electric start (with battery) and deliver their power through a
1-7/16” crankshaft that directly drives the 19” impeller.

Serious Production
Massive suction and discharge airflow are generated by the 19” diameter,
5-blade impeller. A TalonTM Shredding Ring, mulches leaves as they pass
through the housing. More compacted leaves means fewer trips to unload.
The scrolled housing and reverse angled impeller combine to maximize airflow
and speed production.

Comfortable to use, really cleans up.

Powerful & Quieter
Little Wonder designed these models to be powerful and quiet. The reverse
angled impeller is more eﬃcient at moving material and is quieter than straight
bladed fans. The replaceable housing liner also reduces noise while protecting
the housing.

Discharge Chute

Talon™ Ring improves compaction.

The 12” diameter discharge chute is made from a heavy-duty polyethylene and
features a replaceable ¼” steel wear plate insert that protects the top interior
radius of the chute. It comes with a standard 6’ extension hose to connect to
your truck’s leaf box.

Comfortable Pick Up
Our angled polymer nozzle is lighter and puts less strain on the hose when
picking up leaves. The dual loop handle provides good leverage and allows the
operator to change grip positions through the day.

12” discharge chute, steel liner and 6’ extension.

Features

Mounting Options

X

Choose either skid mount to the
platform of your choice, or optional
trailer-mounted.

X

Note: Jackstand not included.

Serviceability
There is a heavy-duty air cleaner and spin-on oil filter for engine serviceability.
The impeller housing is protected with the same material that mines and quarries use for conveyor belting—it is a highly abrasion-resistant rubber belting
that absorbs wear and impact from the material being picked up. There is a
bolt-in, replaceable ¼” steel wear plate in the discharge chute.

X

Rugged, heavy gauge,
all-steel construction
Exclusive shredding
Talon™ ring and
advanced impeller design
Safety Lockout switch
on the intake keeps the
engine from starting
when the intake is
removed

22HP–27HP TruckLoader
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High Performance Vac

Hedge Trimmers

Edgers

Blowers

BedShapers

TruckLoaders

Visit LittleWonder.com

Attractive Financing

Dealer Locator – Warranty – Parts – Owners Manuals –
Retail Financing – Product Information – Videos – Little
Wonder Apparel and Merchandise – FAQs

Little Wonder Everywhere
Little Wonder is found in the industry’s best power
and turf equipment dealers. They can oﬀer you helpful
advice, parts, service, and financing.
Little Wonder products can also be found in an equipment rental firm in your local area. Rent Little Wonder
equipment to get the job done fast.
Paving firms choose Little Wonder blowers and crack
cleaners for the all-steel construction and powerful performance. Visit your local paving supply dealer.

Choose from a wide variety of Little Wonder-sponsored
finance plans oﬀered at your Little Wonder dealer.

Industry’s Best
Commercial Use Warranty
• Blowers, Gas Hedge Trimmer – 5 years
• Truck loaders, Vacuums, BedShapers,
Brush Cutter – 2 years
• Electric Hedge Trimmers, Edgers – 2 years
Visit littlewonder.com for details.

(Engines are warranted by the manufacturer, see dealer for details)

Professionals Demand Little Wonder.™
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